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Abstract: We proposed to use multi-pump Raman amplifier to assist four-wave-mixing based wavelength 
conversion.  We achieved a conversion efficiency bandwidth of 10 nm and power penalty of ~1 dB at BER 
of 10−9  at 10 Gb/s. 
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1. Introduction 

All-optical wavelength conversion is one of the key technologies to improve the flexibility of optical fiber 
networks.  Four-wave mixing (FWM) based wavelength conversion schemes are attractive because of its short 
excitation lifetime (~fs) and high transparency to bit rates and modulation formats [1,2].  However, the phase-
matching condition limits the operating bandwidth of FWM process.   Recently there have been much interests in 
Raman-assisted FWM.  Besides enhancing the overall gain of the FWM process, stimulated Raman scattering 
(SRS) also contributes a nonlinear phase shift to the phase-matching condition and thus can enhance the operating 
range of the FWM process. We have proposed to use the Raman gain to broaden the operating bandwidth of FWM 
and improve the conversion efficiency in [3].   

In this paper, we propose to use multi-pump Raman amplifier to further improve the conversion efficiency and 
increase the operating bandwidth of the FWM process. The multi-pump Raman amplifier extends the relatively 
narrow gain peak of a single Raman pump and thus broadens the wavelength range for phase-matching. We 
achieved all-optical wavelength conversion with a 10 nm bandwidth of flat conversion efficiency.  The measured 
power penalty is ~1 dB for 10 Gb/s wavelength down-converted signals at wavelength detunes of 5 and 10 nm from 
the pump at BER of 10−9.   

2. Experimental Setup  

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of our proposed multi-pump Raman-assisted four waves mixing based all-
optical wavelength conversion scheme. The data and control signals were launched into a 12-km long dispersion 
shifted fiber (DSF), which has the zero-dispersion wavelength at ~1534 nm.  The nonlinear coefficient of the fiber 
is γ = 2 W−1·km−1 and the fiber attenuation at 1550 nm is 0.2 dB/km.  The input power of the 10 Gb/s non-return-to-
zero (NRZ) data signal measured after circulator 1 (CIR1) was about −3 dBm.  The power of the continuous wave 
(CW) pump signal at 1534.06 nm was 0 dBm.   
 

 

 
Three Raman pumps at wavelengths 1425, 1435, and 1455 nm were combined by a wavelength division multiplexer 
(WDM) and launched into the DSF in the counter-propagation direction. The powers measured after CIR2 were 202 
mW at 1425 nm, 206 mW at 1434.7 nm and 497 mW at 1455 nm pumps. The 3-dB bandwidth of the on-off Raman 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. PPG: pulse pattern generator, PC: polarization controller, TLS: tunable laser source, PD: photo 
detector, CIR: circulator, BPF: band-pass filter, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, WDM: wavelength division multiplexer. 
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gain was 48 nm at a Raman gain of 18 dB.   From Fig. 2, we observed an on-off Raman gain flatness of 0.5 dB over 
25 nm (from 1533 to 1558 nm).  The multiple Raman pump configuration therefore offers a broad and flat Raman 
gain for the FWM process.  More important, the multiple Raman pumps broaden the wavelength range in which the 
phase matching condition is satisfied and thus can provide high conversion efficiency over a much wider 
bandwidth. 

 
 
Fig. 2. On-off Raman gain profiles of 
multiple pump (solid line) and single pump 
(dashed line).  
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Conversion efficiencies of FWM 
assisted by multiple Raman pumps (square 
■), single Raman pump (circle ○) and 
without Raman pump (triangle▼) versus 
signal wavelength. 

 
 
Fig. 4. BER versus the received power for a 
10 Gb/s wavelength down-converted signal 
with FWM pump-signal detunes of 2, 5, and 
10 nm respectively. 

3. Results and Discussions 

Figure 3 shows the experimental results of FWM-based wavelength conversion with multiple Raman pumps 
(squares), with a single Raman pump (circles), and without any Raman pump (triangles) in the same piece of DSF. 
Without any Raman pump, the FWM conversion efficiency was measured at lower than –45 dB.  When a single 
Raman pump launched at 1434.7 nm and input power 460 mW was used to enhance the FWM process, we observed 
~25 dB improvement in the conversion efficiency. The gain peak of the Raman pump is chosen to coincide with the 
zero dispersion wavelength of the DSF.   When the three Raman pumps as described above are used, the FWM 
conversion efficiency was measured to be −12 dB over 10 nm (from 1536 to 1546 nm). The conversion efficiency 
curve for up- and down-conversion is asymmetric because of the asymmetry in the Raman gain profile.  The higher 
gain values in the down-conversion side mean a higher nonlinear effect which in turn implies a wider bandwidth for 
phase-matching than that in the up-conversion side. The bandwidth of flat conversion efficiency for the down-
converted signal is about 3 nm wider than that of the up-converted signal. Compared to using a single Raman pump, 
we observed that multiple Raman pumps extend the bandwidth of flat conversion efficiencies on both sides of the 
zero dispersion wavelength.  When multiple Raman pumps are used to enhance the FWM process, there is ~40 dB 
improvement in the conversion efficiency when compared to that without any Raman pump.   

We then measured the BER performance of the 10 Gb/s multi-pump Raman-assisted FWM wavelength down-
converted signals.  Figure 4 shows the BER measurements at detunes of 2, 5 and 10 nm from the FWM pump 
wavelength.  We noted that the performance of the wavelength down-converted signals at detunes of 5 nm and 10 
nm are similar.  The power penalty is ~1.0 dB at BER of 10−9 for both of the wavelength detunes.  

4. Conclusion  

In this paper, we successfully demonstrated all-optical wavelength conversion using multi-pump Raman-assisted 
FWM.  Using a Raman gain with an on-off gain flatness of 0.5 dB over 25 nm, we observed a 10 nm of operating 
bandwidth for wavelength conversion at conversion efficiency of −12 dB.  The power penalty is ~1 dB for the 10 
Gbit/s wavelength down-converted NRZ signal at BER of 10−9 with detunes of 5 and 10 nm from the FWM pump 
wavelength.  Our results indicated that wavelength conversion with even broader operating bandwidth of constant 
conversion efficiency is possible by using more Raman pumps.    
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